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I wrote 16 papers in January, if you are keeping score.

You can tell by how much US Intelligence hates it. The primary mouthpiece of US Intelligence is the
Washington Post, so let's see what the Post thinks of the Freedom Convoy. In this article from David
Moscrop, we see levels of lying rarely touched by mainstream media, which is saying a lot. He starts
off the big lie with this:
Estimates of the size of the convoy vary. I won’t estimate. Bigger than a breadbasket, smaller
than Hadrian’s Wall. Hundreds of trucks and personal vehicles, by some estimates.

Hundreds, by some estimates. Hmmm. Who has estimated in the 100s? Can you tell us that Davy
Boy, you scum-sucking remora on the butt of Pfizer? Precisely no one has estimated in the hundreds,
since that would be leaving off about three zeroes. The real number is closer to 100,000 total vehicles,
and even that may be a low estimate as of today.
Next, Davy Dampshorts compares the Convoy to the January 6 protest: a violent “insurrection” we are
supposed to think, more frightening than 911 or Pearl Harbor! Except that, like those previous events,
January 6 was also manufactured by his pals in Intel. Everybody knows that by now, Davy, so the only
person you are fooling is your editor, who is apparently still under the impression you can write.
January 6 was provocateured by Air Force, CIA, and FBI, and that has already been figured out by
some mainstream outlets—see Tucker Carlson. Next he says,
Time and time again we learn the lesson, or at least come across it, that teaches us that ragesoaked antigovernment types can’t be reasoned with.

Ah, so Davy is prepping us for the Reagan response, a la 1969, Berkeley, where the National Guard is
sent in to fire on peaceful hippies giving anti-war speeches in an actual garden. I remind you what
Reagan said just a few months later after Kent State, and I quote: “If it takes bloodbath, let's get it over
with. No more appeasement”. That's what the government thinks of real protestors, you know. It
allows fake BLM and Antifa protestors to riot, but real people refusing deadly vaccine orders “can't be
reasoned with”. Good to know that is how you think, Davy, since it may come up in trials later.
Yours.
The miscalculation here is palpable, since there is no chance the majority of Americans will be buying
this line of talk from Moscrop or the Post or anyone else, not after the events of the past two years. In
case Moscrop hasn't noticed, pro-government sentiment is at an all-time low. In recent polls, only
around 10% said they trusted the media, and those one-in-ten must be Tucker viewers—not friends of

the Post. Nobody likes these weasley little guys like Moscrop, toting for the man, and articles like this
only confirm our low opinion of him.
These writers and editors of the Post and places like that apparently aren't getting the message. They
seem to think they can still manufacture public sentiment in their favor with the old feints, but they
can't. This isn't the 1960s. Back then they still had Cronkite fronting for them. Now they've got Joe
Scarborough and Brian Stelter and Joy Reed. Back in the 1960s, people still trusted the news. For the
most part, they trusted the government. Now they don't. Almost no one is reading the Post, and
articles like this will just drive off the few remaining readers they have outside Langley.
Next Davy says this
The convoy is, by and large, a fringe group — an unfortunate minority in which a further
minority of insidious extremists lurk.

“Insidious extremists”. You have to laugh. The only insidious extremists I know are the billionaires
and their lackies, willing to do anything and commit any crime for a buck. But that's what worldwide
Intel decided to go with, I guess, since Trudeau is saying exactly the same thing in the same words
from his little bunker—where he is hunkered down with his Praetorian Guard, his teddy bear, and his
back-issues of Playgirl. Now all we need is the tag “brought to you by Pfizer”. Since Moscrop wrote
that a few days ago, this “fringe group” has turned out to consist of a majority of Canadians, who are
joining the revolution by the millions. They are lining the highways of Canada to cheer the truckers on,
even in the middle of the winter in temperatures down to -30. And guess what, this revolution is
coming to a town near you, since similar convoys are coming soon in the US, Australia, and Europe.
You and your pals in Intel, Davy, better start scoping out safehouses now and gathering together your
valuables—your collections of thumbscrews, dead birds, and XXL a-cup bustiers. You don't want to
be caught in the office on the typewriter when the convoy surrounds the Post and CIA headquarters.
We always wondered what the tocsin of this revolution would be, and it is looking like it is the
truckers. Next we get this threat:
Either way, we shouldn’t ignore or placate them. Rather, the convoy and its supporters must be
met with a counter-movement that refuses to give them an inch but, instead, focuses national,
sub-national and local efforts on true threats to liberty, which do exist.
Canada’s response to the convoy should be a strict line of resistance that doubles down on, or in
certain cases at least introduces, commitments to anti-hate resistance, pandemic supports,
vaccine mandates and a media policy of refusing to platform, humanize, or, God forbid, glorify
the convoy and its members beyond the bare necessity of speaking to their existence and
outlining a program for pushing back.
We know what that means. In response to complaints of tyranny and censorship, it is a call for more of
them—a doubled dose. And when that inevitably fails, it means these people, caught in their crimes at
last, intend to call in the military to save them. But that also isn't going to work, since they haven't
done quite enough purging yet. But to admit the truth, purging of the military was never going to work,
since to purge the military down only to their supporters, they would have to purge down to about 100
people. No real people support them, so what I think we are going to see is National Guards and
Federal troops coming over to our side in the revolution. Where will that leave the Phoenicians? As I
said, I really don't think they have thought this through.

I warned them years ago that they were taking this too far, but did they listen? No.
In 1969, the people didn't know what they know now about their government and their governors. So
when the National Guard started firing on hippies, most people looked away. It won't work like that
this time. I'll give you an example. In Canada they are trying to tow away the trucks, but all the tow
drivers are claiming to have Covid and refusing to show up. Either that or they are joining the convoy.
Today local farmers joined the convoy. Local police are refusing to follow orders from the Feds.
Local sheriffs are refusing to act. They are trying to starve out the truckers, but local people are
bringing them food. Through donations, the truckers have enough funds to sit there for four years.
They have bigger revenue streams than entire counties: already $8 million in GoFundMe. The city
council of Ottawa is calling for seizing these funds, but those tyrants are just sealing their own dooms.
Their careers are over from this point on.
And if the government of Canada starts firing on truckers—and they may—this will get even worse for
the governors. This has the ability to blow up into a full-blown revolution, with heads actually rolling.
Once the military switches sides, anything is possible, including hangings or firing squads. Remember
a few years ago, when a Bush was caught on hot mike saying that if people knew what was going on
they would all be hanging from lampposts? Well, it may come to that. So go ahead and keep doubling
down, Davy. I look forward to it.
Next Davy falls back on this old lie:
For instance, we’ve known for some time that online right-wing extremism is on the rise
in Canada as hate crimes continue to grow.

The SPLC lie. Except that, again, we all know it isn't true. All this right-wing extremism is faked as
well. Like the January 6 pretend event, all these right-wing extremists are CIA agents in costume,
creating division by manufacturing it in their theater departments, with crisis actors and fake blood.
We have caught them at it thousands of times, going back many centuries. See people like George
Lincoln Rockwell, who started the American Nazi Party right out of Naval Intelligence.
They have been manufacturing division for decades and centuries and millennia, to keep us warring
against eachother instead of going after them. Black against white, man against woman, left against
right. That is what BLM and #Metoo and CRT and the rest of this stuff is about. None of it arose
naturally. All were birthed in government dungeons, raised as fictional monsters to keep your eyes off
the real monsters. The current tyranny has absolutely nothing to do with white supremacy, racism,
sexism, or extremism on the left or right. It has to do with obscenely rich people preying on you for
profit through a cacophony of fantastic lies—as they have throughout recorded history. But this time
they have added a fake pandemic and a real deadly vaccine, profiting not just from confusion but from
actual pre-meditated murder on a mass scale.
Bill Gates, as one example, isn't just a goofy billionaire philanthropist who likes to wave his girly arms
around. He is a dangerous psychopath with lakes of blood on his hands. Tony Fauci isn't just an oily
vaccine salesman lying to Congress, he is a vicious monster responsible for millions of deaths. These
people exist, and they aren't fictional characters like Hannibal Lecter, so you had better wake up. I
repeat, they are killing your children and parents and husbands and wives and pets, and doing it in cold
blood, premeditated, on a mass scale. There is a real War of the Worlds going on right now, and these
people and many others like them have declared open war on you and yours. So crouching in the
corner and repeating “this isn't happening” isn't going to work.

As I keep saying, you have to pick a side, and I assure you that David Moscrop and the Post are not on
the right side. If you ever doubted that, the language of his article should tell you that by itself. A
good psychologist would be able to land here from another planet without knowing anything about the
given argument or anything else going on here on Earth, and immediately peg Moscrop as a liar, from
the form of the language alone. It is literally dripping with black spin. If you can't see that, I
recommend you print it out and study it over the next week, like a college assignment. If you can't spot
Moscrop as a liar in under ten seconds, you are deficient in acumen.

